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What is OccuRec?

 “OccuRec is an open source video recorder for Windows 

that has been specifically created to provide better 

options for recording Astronomical events, particularly 

using integrating video cameras. The software is 

capable of recognizing the integration periods on the 

fly. For a small number of video grabbers it can also 

read the IOTA-VTI timestamps on the fly. A new AAV file 

format has been created to support the new features of 

the software.” – Hristo Pavlov

 http://www.hristopavlov.net/OccuRec/OccuRec.html

http://www.hristopavlov.net/OccuRec/OccuRec.html


Why OccuRec?

 Integrating cameras take exposures longer than the 

duration of a single video frame (40ms for PAL)

 This means the resulting image, when transferred to the 

frame rate, is repeated multiple times

 OccuRec detects the integrating periods and averages 

all repeated video frames and saves only one image for 

the integration period in the file

 Result is a smaller file with reduced noise

 It can also read the IOTA-VTI timestamp on the fly and 

store the time information with each image in the file
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Useful for non-integrating cameras or integrating cameras 

set to x1 frames integration (i.e. no integration) when time 

accuracy is less important.















WARNING!!







Time (UT) Date

Time of the start of 

exposure of the last 

even field

Time at which the 

last even field was 

transmitted = start 

of exposure of the 

next frame’s first 

odd field

Time of the start of 

exposure of the 

first odd field = 

time at which the 

last even field of 

the previous frame 

was transmitted

Time at which the 

first odd field was 

transmitted = start 

of exposure of the 

first even field

“AOTA needs to know the START time of the camera 

OUTPUT (not exposure) to correctly determine the 

event time.” – Nb. this is also true for Tangra

00:01:39.827



In Conclusion

 OccuRec is a useful recording software for occultations

 Reduces file size and noise for integrating cameras

 Makes analysing videos quicker and easier

 Timestamps are easy to read and understandable

 If you have an IOTA-VTI it will store the times as well

However!

 Always disconnect and reconnect camera between 
multiple events!!

 Dropped frames require careful consideration and 
correction during analysis!!



Thank you
john.talbot@readingastro.org.uk


